Characterization of the percepts evoked by discontinuous motion over the perioral skin.
The capacity of human subjects to process information about discontinuous and continuous movement was evaluated. Constant-velocity brushing stimuli were delivered through aperture plates that rested lightly upon the mandibular skin. Each plate consisted of either two spatially separated, slit-like openings or a single continuous, longer opening. It was discovered that percepts of smooth apparent motion were achieved with the split apertures (i.e., from discontinuous movement) for only limited ranges of stimulus velocity. Moreover, the optimal velocity supporting smooth apparent motion increased with the separation between the slit-like openings. In a second series of experiments, subjects' ability to discriminate opposing directions of discontinuous and continuous movement was evaluated. It was found that subjects could derive directional information from percepts elicited by discontinuous movement. However, the capacity to discriminate opposing directions of continuous movement cannot be explained solely in terms of the ability to process information about the change in position of a stimulus from its onset to its offset.